Course Description

This course examines the labour market integration and employment situation of immigrants from a sociological, economic and geographical perspective, emphasizing recent Canadian experience in a comparative context. Topics of interest include economic goals and impact of immigration, immigrant human capital, immigrant skill utilization, declining immigrant earnings, impact of racial discrimination, the knowledge economy, and regionalization. Specific labour market processes are examined, including immigrant access to professions, enclaves and immigrant entrepreneurship, immigrants and labour unions, and experiences of the Canadian-born second generation. It also considers implications for immigration policy and other issues comprising human rights, employment equity, credential recognition and skill utilization, and general social welfare policy and employment policy. The course will rely on contemporary examples and case studies to provide a thorough understanding of the labour market experiences of immigrants in Canada.

Course Objectives

By the end of this course, students should be able to:

- Analyze and evaluate a variety of theoretical perspective pertaining to immigration and employment
- Describe the immigrant economic integration process - specifically barriers to employment opportunities and strategies adopted to overcome such challenges
- Identify and understand some of the policy outcomes of the immigrants’ labour market integration in Canada
- Develop some critical thinking and communication skills
Prerequisites

The prerequisites to take this course is 1.0 SOC at the 200 or higher level. Students without these requirements will be removed from the course without notice.

Evaluation Criteria and Components

The final grade for this course will be awarded based on the following:

Mid-Term test ......................................................... 30
Reflection paper ................................................... 20
Research Paper ..................................................... 30
Final Assessment ................................................... 20

Communication

I have set up office hours for this course and I will be available in the office in-person every Monday from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. If you find this time inconvenient, please contact me through e-mail to arrange an alternative meeting date and time to meet virtually. Please always use your University of Toronto email address (@mail.utoronto.ca) for course related communications and I will try my best to respond to your e-mails within 24 - 48 hours.

One of my goals is to make this course interesting and relevant to your lives. In class, if you find at least one thing that is surprising, intriguing, important, you are free to come and talk to me about it. The more you communicate with me about what is working well, what is confusing, what is interesting, and so on, the more we will all enjoy this course! Feel free to bring in news articles, videos, and/or stories you believe are relevant to the class during the office hours.

Classroom Policies

Students are expected to arrive on time and to remain for the duration of the class. If you have to enter or leave during the lecture, please do so as quietly as possible. Remember that cell phones and other communications devices should either be turned off or in silent mode. Do not answer your phone or text message during class. In cases of emergency where you need to use your phone, please quietly step outside the class.

If you use a laptop for taking notes, please do so in a way that does not disturb other students or distract the instructor. Do not use computer for non-class related activities – It is distracting to people around you. Students who will do so will be asked to leave class.

Taking photos and video recordings are not permitted. Audio recording requires permission of the instructor. Non-compliance with this rule on recording will be subject to disciplinary actions under the Code of Student Conduct.

Finally, please remember to be respectful to everyone involved in the course – instructor, teaching assistant and other students. In return, you have the right to expect respect from them. This class
will offer opportunities to voice your views and perspectives during class discussions and activities. I ask that we respect each other’s views. Learning is sometimes uncomfortable and we will not always reach consensus on topics we discuss. Debate is a key aspect of learning; we will utilize those moments of tension to learn. However, I also expect students to come to class prepared with the readings, as this will allow for a deeper understanding of course concepts and discussions.

Course Organization

Weekly class sessions consist of lecture presentations and discussion based on required readings. Key issues will be identified, and major recent studies reviewed and evaluated.

Reflection Paper (Due in Class on October 25)

There will be one reflection paper for this course which is a critical analysis of the salient points covered from your own perspective on an assigned reading. The starting point will be to identify the key arguments, theories if any, strengths of the argument and any counter perspectives to the argument. Feel free to incorporate your feelings and personal experiences about the issue under consideration. Your reflection should not exceed 600 words.

Research Paper (Due in Class on December 6)

For this project, you are welcome to select any theme of your choice based on the course outline. For example on the theme of regionalization, you can choose the topic, “immigrants’ contribution to socioeconomic development in smaller provinces in Canada”. Select between 5-10 sources (peer reviewed) to back your claim which you should lay out in a 5-7-page article excluding references. The paper should consist of three main parts: an introduction, a body and conclusion. The introduction should contain an overview of the issue you wish to discuss and the main thesis statement. The body will contain your arguments derived from the articles chosen to support your topic. In conclusion, you should summarize the main issues raised in the body as well as your opinion on the issues you discussed. I will provide further details on this in class.

The research paper should be legibly written, with effort taken to check for problems involving basic grammar and spelling. It is worth asking a sympathetic reader (e.g., friend, classmate, College Writing Centre tutor) to look over your assignment before handing it in to the instructor. Information on services available to help with undergraduate writing can be found at: http://www.writing.utoronto.ca. Information about FAS support for English Language Learning (ELL) is available at http://www.artsci.utoronto.ca/current/advising/ell.

Mid-Term Test:
A mid-term test will be given in class during Week 6. The mid-term test covers materials of Weeks 1 – 5. It will be based on readings and lecture presentations, combining short and long answer questions. It will be worth 30%.
Final Assessment:
The final assessment will include multiple-choice questions that cover all the themes covered in the term. The final assessment will be worth 20%.

Lateness and Missed Tests

Late essays or missed tests are not accommodated without valid reasons and proper documentation. The penalty for late submission of take-home essays without valid reasons supported by documentation is 5 percent of your total mark per day of lateness. Regarding documentation of valid reasons for late essays or missed tests, this course follows university policy quoted here:

- If you miss a test or a paper deadline, do not contact the instructor or a TA unless you have followed the steps described below. Telling the professor or TA why you missed a deadline, or a test will not be considered.
- Students who miss the test, or are late in submitting an assignment for medical reasons, need to email the instructor (not the TA), and also declare their absence on the system (ACORN).
- Students who miss the test, or are late in submitting an assignment for other reasons, such as family or other personal reasons, should request their College Registrar to email the instructor.

Accessibility Services

The University of Toronto is committed to accessibility. If you require accommodations for a disability, or have any accessibility concerns about the course, the classroom or course materials, please contact Accessibility Services as soon as possible or on the following link: https://lsm.utoronto.ca/ats/

Readings

This course does not have a textbook. The readings for the course are mostly assigned journal articles. Most of the readings can be accessed online through the University of Toronto Library website. Depending on format availability, material will either be provided on the course website in electronic format (i.e. pdf), or with a link to the electronic resource via the University of Toronto library system. It is your responsibility to access and keep up with all assigned readings. If you are having trouble accessing an article, please feel free to contact me. The readings can be done in any order.

NOTE: If there is any change to the reading list, I will highlight this on the course website where I will be providing the links to the readings. I will also include note of the change in a course announcement.
SESSION TOPICS

Part 1. Introduction
1. Immigration and employment in Canada: theory, context, policy issues September 13

Part 2. Immigration, Race, Gender, and Labour Markets
2. Immigrant employment experiences and economic impact September 20
3. Immigrant human capital, skill utilization, and access to professions September 27
4. Racial discrimination October 4
5. Immigrant experiences during COVID October 18

Part 3. Labour Market Processes, Ethnic Communities and Social Capital
6. Ethnic enclaves: businesses, occupations, work settings and social networks October 25
7. Immigrants and labour unions November 1
8. Temporary foreign workers and precarious work November 15
9. Immigrant offspring and the second generation November 22

Part 4. Policy Issues
10. Regionalization November 29
11. Immigrant integration policy: settlement, human rights and employment equity December 6
12. Immigrant selection policy: criteria, evaluation and future directions December 9

REQUIRED READINGS FOR EACH SESSION

PART 1. INTRODUCTION

1. Immigration and employment in Canada: theory, context, issues September 13


PART 2. IMMIGRATION, RACE, GENDER, AND LABOUR MARKETS

2. Immigrant employment experiences and economic impact September 20


3. Immigrant human capital, skill utilization, and access to professions


4. Racial discrimination


5. Immigrant Experiences during COVID


PART 3. LABOUR MARKET PROCESSES, ETHNIC COMMUNITIES AND SOCIAL CAPITAL

6. Ethnic enclaves: businesses, occupations, work settings and social networks

October 25


7. Immigrants and labour unions

November 1


8. Temporary foreign workers and precarious work

November 15


9. Immigrant offspring and the second generation

November 22

PART 4. POLICY ISSUES

10. Regionalization


11. Immigrant integration policy: settlement, human rights and employment equity


12. Immigrant selection policy: criteria, evaluation and future directions

